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About QIS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY

The College was established in 1998 under Sri Nidamanuri Educational Society with a motto of providing quality education to the young aspiring engineers. The college is located in healthy rural environment spread in 30 acres of land. In short span of 12 years, the college has gained good reputation in this region.

We are proud to say that QIS college of Engineering and Technology is enriched with the following:

- WEBEX video lectures (lessons) by experts from Hyderabad, Chennai and other universities all over the world.
- E-Classroom- to download quality lectures from IITs, IISc, and other leading universities in USA.
- National Level Paper Presentation competitions for all branches.
- 6MBPS Internet facility to update the information and knowledge.
- JKC – Jawaharlal Knowledge Centre
- Infosys Campus Connect
- Delnet facility – 75 National, 30 International Journals, 29 Magazines, a Digital Library with 6,000 On-Line journals and 34 terminals is set up to equip the students with latest trends in Technology and Video Lectures too are available.
- Modern Gymnasium–to enjoy a sound mind in a sound body.
- Sports & Games: Indoor and Outdoor, QISCET students are also known for their performance in various sports and games competitions.
- Training and Placement Cell: Many QISCETians working in TCS, INFOSYS, MAHINDRA SATYAM, WIPRO, IBM, SYNTEL, SLASH, HCL, ICICI, ARIJASOF, ROTO, DYNE INDUSTRIES, Automotive Pvt. Ltd., speaks of the Placement track record of QISCET.
- Training in Technological skills, Communication skills and Soft skills.
- SAP Training Centre – Summer vacation training from experts for more than 100 hours.
- In-house training 12 hours per week for student.
- 100% Placements for the eligible.
- Dispensary – A hygienic canteen
- Separate hostels for girls and boys
- A fleet of 24 buses for transport facility

About MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

The Department of Mechanical Engineering at QIS College of Engineering and Technology was established in the year of 1998 with an intake of 60 and now the intake enhanced to 120 and also started M.Tech (M.D) course with an intake of 18. There are 19 well qualified and experienced staff members with Ph.D & PG qualification. The Department has well equipped labs and provides excellent facilities for learning.

Topics for MECHARNIVAL – 11

Thermal Stream:
1. Alternate fuels
2. Advanced trends in IC engines
3. Heat Transfer.
4. Eco friendly refrigerants
5. FEM/ CFD/ Cryogenics

Production and Industrial Engineering Stream:
1. TQM/ FMS/ CIM/ Robotics, Automation
2. Composite materials / Smart materials.
3. Optimization Techniques

Design Stream
1. Mechatronics
2. Nanotechnology
3. Vibration Analysis
4. Tribology
5. Mechanisms

PRIZES:
* 1st Prize : Rs. 1,500/-
* 2nd Prize: Rs. 1,000/-

IMPORTANT DATES:
* Last date for submission of paper by post & E-Mail: 20-02-11
* Intimation of selected paper (through E-mail): 24-02-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE PARTICIPANTS
1. The participants should be an Under Graduate student in ME.
2. The paper shall have a maximum of two authors.
3. All the papers must be sent to qisfest.mech@gmail.com
4. Two copies of original papers with not more than 3000 words i.e. 8 pages A4 size with 1.5 line spacing should be sent along with an abstract of 200 words. Softcopy is compulsory.
5. A bonafide certificate from the Principal/HOD of their Institution should accompany the paper.
6. Duration of presentation shall be 10 minutes followed by 2 minutes discussion.
7. Jury’s decision shall be treated as final.
8. All the selected participants are eligible to receive symposium kit.
9. A fair registration of Rs.150/- per participant is applicable. Interested participants are directed to send registration form along with a crossed demand draft of any nationalized bank in favour of “PRINCIPAL, QISCET”, payable at ONGOLE.
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